In [2[ we presented an O(n 2 10gn)
SOME BASIC CONCEPTS
Some conceptions in the paper are presented in [2] . Now we would remind some concepts and notations related to "job ", "realiztition" and "schedule ". The following data can be specified for each job u: -Tu is a release date, on which u becomes available for processing; -d" is a due date, by which u should ideally be completed; -tIL is a processing time (or length) of tz , We assume that the above data are nonnegative integers and are regarded as parameters of job u . For convenience we will also use a concept "pre-fob" u; it is a pair (I,,, tu) , where I" = [Tu, du] is its active area. A pre-job u such that i; <:::: d., -T" is said to be a fob.
R" := [b,,, c,,] (bu is a starting time, C" is a completion time)
is said to be a realization of job u on machine. A job u is said to be completed on time (or a on-time fob) if c" <:::: d,,; otherwise a job u is said to be late.
Let I, = iri, di] and I) = [r), d)] be active areas of corresponding jobs i and i, respectively. Then the area Ii is said to be ahead of area Ij ( is said to be an actiue area of the system; where B is a release date and G is a due date of it.
Let U=I Ul, U2, "., u.,} be a subset of jobs on the system. Suppose that S := {RUl' RU2' "., Rus} is a set of realizations of corresponding jobs Ul, U2, .'" u, such that Ru, nRu) = 0, Vi Ie f i, f = 1,2, "., s.
Then S (or U:= 1 R",) is said to be a schedule on the set U of the system (or a schedule of the system). U:=l R", is also said to be a processing area of the schedule S.
A realization Ru of job u in schedule S is written by R,,(S) or u(S) and sometime only by {u}. In the paper we assume that Ru(S) C Iu, therefore the schedule S is regarded as a set of disjunctive realizations of on-time jobs.
We note some following parameters of the schedule S: -~S := s is a number of realizations or a number of jobs; -t.,,. := 2:::=1 t-; is a processing time (or a length); -bs := Min {bu,} is a starting time;
-Cs := Max {c",} is a completion time;
- [bs, cs] is an active area of schedule S.
Let u:= (Iu, ta) be a job, [X, Y] be a time area. We define a pre-job v:= (Iv, tv) on [X, Y] such as I" = L; n [X, Yj, t ; = i; and we write v = u i [X, Yj.
For a set of jobs U = {Ul,U2, ... ,U.,}, we denote a set of pre-jobs on
We say that a schedule S is in the area [X, Yj if its active area [bs, cs] 5;;[X, Y].
Note that we define a schedule only on the set of Jobs, not on a set of pre-jobs. A set of jobs U = {Ul' U2, ... ,u,,}, which can create any schedule, is said to be a scheduled set. In this paper, the such set contains all on-time jobs of the schedule. Sometime for schedule S having scheduled set {Ul, U2, ... , u ,}, we also write S = {Ul, U2, ... , u.,}.
We denote problem [T] by following:
This problem means that the system has n Jobs with different release dates rJ, they are available processing on one machine, we have to construct a nonpreemptive schedule with a minimal number of late jobs (i.e., a maximal number of on-time jobs). We know that the problem is strongly NP-hard, authors H. Kise , T. Ibaraki and H. Mine (1979) provided an O(n 2 ) algorithm for problem [T] in the case that release dates and due dates are similarly ordered ( i.e., rJ < r» => d J~dk ). We like to express this case by following:
[Kt]: 1[11 :5 12 :5 ... :
The problem is to build a nonpreemptive schedule with maximal number of on-time jobs. Now we would pay attention to following special cases:
--
[ The problem is to construct a nonpreemptive schedule with a maximal number of on-time jobs and furthermore in minimal processing time. In ]2] we presented an O(n 2 10gn) algorithm for the problem.
[T2]: 1[11 :5 12 :5 ... :5 In[ L U J = sand Min L UJ.tJ .
The problem is to construct a nonpreemptive schedule with a fixed number of on-time jobs (i.e., s ) and furthermore in minimal processing time. In this paper, we extend the O(n 2 10gn) algorithm in [2] to solve the problem [T2].
A s-OPTIMAL SCHEDULE
We would remind some following concepts and notations presented in [2].
Let R; = rbi, Ci] and R J = [bJ, cl] be realizations of corresponding jobs i and J, respectively. We say that R, is ahead of R J (or R J is behind R;) and write R, :5 R J if and only if they satisfy one from two following conditions: 1) i == J and bi~b i ; 2) it:-J and I, :5 Ii' Similarly we write R, -< R J .
Let P = {Ul, U2, ... , urn} and Q = {Vl, V2, ... , vm} be schedules with the same number of jobs. We say that P is ahead of Q (or Q is behind P) and write P :5 Q if and only if Ru.. :5 Rv., \j i = 1,2, ... , m.
Similarly we write P -< Q. We say that Pis R -better than Q and denote by P >-r Q +-t one of the following conditions satisfied:
(rd p> q (i.e., P has the number of jobs more than Q);
(r2) P = q and tI' < tQ (i.e., P has the processing time less than Q); (r3) P = q and t r = tQ and bI' > b Q (i.e., P has the starting time later than Q); h) p = q and t t-= tQ and bI' = bQ and Q :5 P (i.e., P is behind Q); With i=1,2,3,4, if P >-r Q in the sense (ri), we write P >-r. Q.
We say that schedule S is R -best if and only if it is R-schedule having:
(rol) a maximal number of jobs completed on time;
(r02) a minimal processing time ts from schedules satisfying above condition; (r03) a latest starting time bs from schedules satisfying above condition; and it is (r04) behind all schedules satisfying above condition.
In the case that the R-best schedule has only 1 job (i.e., 1 realization), we call it R-best realization.
Let P = {Ul,U2, ... ,Up} be R-schedule in [Xp,Yp] and Q = {Vl,V2,""Vq}
where Yp:::; XQ, i.;« I v1 .
We define a operation, which is called R-connection and denoted by P EElT Q, to connect P to Q. The result of the operation is schedule S, having following realizations: 
is in the area and realizations
[bu, , cu,] have following forms: bU1 = Max{X,rUl}; CUl = bUl + tUl; bu, = Max{cU'_l' Tu,}; cu, = bu, + tu" Vi = 2,3, ... , m.
We say that P is L-better than Q and denote by P :>-1 Q +-t one of the following conditions satisfied: (11) p> q (i.e., P has the number of jobs more than Q); (12) p = q and Cp < cQ (i.e., P has the completion time earler than Q); (13) p = q and Cp = cQ and Cu, (P) :::; c1l, (Q), Vi = 1,2, ... , p -1; (14) P = q and Cu, (P) = c1l, (Q), Vi = 1,2, ... , p and P:::S Q (i.e., P is ahead of Q);
For i = 1,2,3,4, if P:>-I Q in the sense (Ii), we write P :>-1, Q.
We say that schedule S is L-best if and only if it is L-schedule having:
(101) a maximal number of jobs completed on time;
(102) a earlest completion time C.c,' from schedules satisfying above condition; (103) a earlest completion time of realizations from schedules satisfying above condition;
and it is (104) ahead of all schedules satisfying above condition.
Let P = {Ul,U2, ... ,Up} be L-schedule in [Xp,Yp] and Q = {Vl,V2, ... ,Vq} be L-schedule in
where Yp:::; Xq, i.;« I v1 '
We define a operation, which is called L-connection and denoted by P EElI Q, to connect Q to P. The result of the operation is schedule S, having following realizations:
We say that schedule S is s-optimal if and only if it is R-schedule having:
(od just s jobs completed on time;
(02) a minimal processing time ts from schedules satisfying above condition;
(03) a latest starting time b.') from schedules satisfying above condition; and it is (04) behind all schedules satisfying above condition. Conclusion. According to the above conceptions, the s-optimal schedule is just R-best schedule having s on-time jobs. Therefore solving problem [T2] is just determining the s-optimal schedule. We call the schedule constructed by authors Kise, Ibaraki and Mine (1979) K-schedule.
We call their algorithm K-algorithm.
We assume that this schedule has just m jobs, it is the maximal number of on-time jobs.
POSITION OF s-OPTIMAL SCHEDULE WITH K-SCHEDULE

Conclusion.
Let U be a set of n jobs on system [T2L [E, C] be an active area of the system, let
We use some results in [2], for instance K-schedule is just L-best schedule.
We write following notions:
(1)
i.e., we can put in order n jobs from U to m + 1 following subsets:
The following lemmas and their proofs are similar as according lemmas in [2]:
be s-optimal schedule. Let sets of Jobs U, and other notions be such as (1). We have following result:
(2)
(3)
(4) We can easily prove the lemma by the contradiction and the Lemma 3.
s'-OPTIMAL SCHEDULE
From result of Lemma 4 we define concept "s*-optima!" schedule related to the s-optimal schedule. Definition 1. Let K = {Xl, X2, ... , xm} be K-schedule, let sets of jobs U, and other notions be such as (1). For d = 1,2, ... , m, with q (1 -S q -S md + 1), we say that S is q* -optimai schedule on set of jobs U(7 l' IB,Cj if and only if it is q-o ptim.al and has following form:
We see that s'-optimal schedule on set of jobs U; i IB, Cj is just s-optimal and so that we will determine the such schedule.
Lemma 5. The assumptions are the same as in the Defiiiition. 1. We have [ollo unn.q result:
2) If W is s" -optimal schedule then bK -S bw.
We can prove result 1;' by contradiction and by using definitions of q" -optimal schedule and K-schedule. w,t is q* -optimal schedule on U,7 i IB, Cj
W,~is q* -optimal schedule on 0,7 l Ibw'-'
where bW,;-l is a starting time of schedule W,~-1, Vi = 2,3, ... ,p.
IJ,'f := {V,l, V}, ... , V,I} is said to be a infull set of q* -optimol schedules on the set U,7 if and only if it satisfies following conditions: v,f is q" -optimal schedule on (U,7 -{x,d) l' IB, Cj V;; IS q" -optimal schedule on (U,;
where bV'-' is a starting time of schedule V,;-l, Vi = 2,3, ... ,r. d 1,i := (Wd, IJd) is said to be a pair of 2 se ts of q" -optimal schedules on set U,7·
Let R = {S 1, S2, ... , Sf'} be a set of R-schedules with the same num ber of jobs. We say that the set has R-order if t s ' < tS'+1 ; b s ' < b.,,., + 1 ; s'~Si+1 , Vi = 1, 2, ... ,p -1. A:~:= {1,;', 1,;'+1' ... , 1,i+m-.•} is said to be a system of pairs of 2 sets (or a system) of q'-optimal schedules on set U,7. We have following conclusion:
Every schedule from the system A;~has to contain any schedule from the system A:~~~as its "ending part" with (q -1) Jobs.
Corollary.
The s" -optimal schedule has to contain any schedule from the system A;-I as its "ending part" with (s -1) Jobs. For d :~s, s -1, s -2, ... ,2,1, put q := s -d + I .
ALGORITHM
To create W, we construct the system Al of all schedules, which could become W, these such schedules equally have property (14). By Lemma 6, this system will created rec urssively by 3 following algorithms:
1/ Algorithm SBASE will create the basic system A!, i.e., the system of I'-optimal schedules on the set U;; one from these schedules will' become "an ending part" {w.,} of optimal schedule W.
2/ Procedure SSTEP will from the well-known system A:~~õf (q -1)*-optimal schedules on the set V~+ I determine a system A;~of q' -optimal schedules on the set U,7; one from these schedules will become "an ending part" {WIl' Wd+l, ... , Wd+(.-IJ} of the optimal schedule W.
3/ Algorithm USE-SSTEP will from the basic system A! apply (s-l) times the procedure SSTEP, In the case the set is restricted by the time area IX, Y], we write:
Processing time of this procedure is O(k). We need note that, may be {xl, x 2 , ... , xk} r IX, Y] is not a set of jobs, therefore there is not such {x}. For simple we presented the procedure JOB-SCHED by the such method. Practically we use the fast algorithm (for instance Quicksort or Heapsort) to sort realizations on U according to R-order, then connect the realizations to S. This method needs only the time O( k .logk). -R = {S 1, S2, ... , sr} is the set of R-schedules having the same number of jobs on a set of jobs {yl, y2, ... , yh} such as Ixk -< 1)/1 ::S 1)/2 ::S ... ::S 11Ih; where r =~R.
Output: Z = {Zl, Z2, ... , Zp} is a set of R-schedules, every schedule Zi is created by R-connection of R-best realization on U to S E R; where p =~Z.
Method:
The algorithm applies procedure JOB-SCHED r times.
Algorithm:
Begin Method: The procedure is similar as unifying 2 ordered sets of integers.
The processing time of this procedure is O(p + q).
Main algor it.hms
Let K = {XI,X2, ... ,Xm} be K-schedule, let sets of jobs U, and other notions be such as (1).
There are 3 following main algorithms: then Wi is Just the desir-Proof. By Proposition 7, A! is just the system of I*-optimalschedules on U;. By proposition 8, A;~is the system of q* -op timal schedules on the set V~, for d = s -1, s -2, ... , 2, 1. Algorithm USE-SSTEP applies procedure SSTEP (s -1) times with input A!, by induction on d, we successively obtain the following systems of schedules: A~_I' A;-2, ... , A;-l, Al, suppose Al := {1i', ' 2 ", ... , 1~'_("_1)}' 11..'= (WI, Vrl and WI = {W 1, W2, ... , WI'}, then by definitions 2, 3, WI is just the desirable s"optimal schedule. ( *)2 (*)2 (*)2 (,)2 ( *)2 (* )2 (*)2 = n 1 -n2 + n2 -n3 + ...+ nm -n",+ 1 = n 1 .
The above calculations implies the proof.
Corollary.
Main algorithm determines the optimal schedule of problem IT2) after the time (m -s + I).O(n 2 10gnJ, where m is the maximal number of on-time Jobs, s is the fixed number of on-time fobs (s :s; m)j (i.e., O(n 3 10gn)).
Conclusion.
We know that m is the maximal number of on-time jobs, therefore the problem IT2)
is solved only if s :s; m. In the case s=m, the problem IT2) is just the problem ITI), according to the above corollary the time for this case is O(n 2 10gn).
